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Once the gross features of a frontline fluid system have been defined, one

must consider what support system configuration will provide the best overall

system performance. This paper considers different dc bus configurations for a

given emergency feedwater system. Results indicate that a four-train support

system (i.e., 4 dc buses) gives a lower system unavailability for transients,

but a higher system unavailability for Anticipated Transients Without Scram

(ATWS), than a tvi-train support system (i.e., two dc buses). This serves to

illustrate that more trains do not necessarily provide higher reliability, and

that a configuration choice which is better for one mission success criterion

may be worse for another. Because of the small characteristic unreliability of

dc buses, the numerical comparisons made here are not dramatic, but the

underlying topological point is nevertheless broadly applicable.

The EFWS selected in this study consists of two tuj.biue-driven pumps, and

two motor-driven pumps, with associated piping, instruments, and valves. There

are two divisions of EFWS, each division including one turbine-driven pump

train, and one motor-driven pump train with a crosstie that can provide an

alternate flow path in case one train is not available. Each of the

motor-driven pumps has one ac power bus associated with It. No ac power is

required for the turbine-driven trains. Figure 1 presents a simplified block

diagram of the EFWS.

Two success criteria were investigated:

1. l-out-of-4 pumps to l-out-of-4 steam generators. This means that any

l-out-of-4 EFWS pumps must function and deliver flow to l-out-of-4 steam
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generators in order to provide sufficient secondary cooling. This criterion

is applicable to, e.g., transients.

2. 2-out-of-4 pumps to 4-out-of-4 steam generators. This means that any

2-out-of-4 EFWS pumps must function and deliver flow to 4-out-of-4 steam

generators in order to provide sufficient secondary cooling. This criterion

is applicable to, e.g., ATWS.

Two dc bus configurations were analyzed for each of the above success

criteria:

1. 4 dc buses. It is assumed that buses A, B, C, and D are connected to EFWS

pumps 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

2. 2 dc buses. It is assumed that dc bus 1 feeds pumps 1 and 3, and dc bus 2

feeds pumps 2 and 4.

A fault tree was constructed for each case. The fault tree model includes

common cause failures of ac power, pumps, and dc power by the beta factor

method. A mission time of 24 hours is assumed in calculating the system

unavailability.

For the case with l-out-of-4 pumps, l-out-of-4 steam generators success

criterion, the four-dc bus configuration yields a lower system unavailability

than a two-dc bus configuration: 6.1xlO~5 for the former and 2.2xlO~5 for the

latter. The dominant cutsets for this case include common cause failures of EFW

pumps and dc buses. The redundancy of the dc buses for the four-dc bus

configuration reduces significantly the system unavailability.

Somewhat unexpectedly, for the case of ATWS (i.e., 2-out-of-4 pumps to

4-out-of-4 steam generators), the two-dc bus configuration yields a lower system

unavailability than the four-dc bus configuration. The former has a system

unavailability of 2.86xlO~3, while the latter has a system unavailability of

2.88x10" . The dominant cutsets of the EFWS still consist of common cause

failures of EFW pumps. The contribution of dc bus configurations is less

noticeable, since dc bus failure is relatively less likely than pump failure.
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Although pump failure largely masks the dc dependence, a small difference in

unavailability is observed.

Figure 2 shows simplified reliability block diagrams that depict various dc

bus configurations as a result of change in success criterion. For transients,

it is obvious that the two-dc bus configuration is not as good as the four-dc

bus because of a lower level of redundancy. However, for ATWS, the contrary is

true. In the case of the two-dc bus configuration, there is only one critical

event involving dc buses that could cause EFWS unavailability: simultaneous

failure of dc buses A and B. For the case of the four-dc bus configuration, two

such events exist: ?.) simultaneous failure of dc buses A and D, and b)

simultaneous failure of dc buses B and C.

At first glance, this example indicates a seemingly unimportant

second-digit difference in system unavailability for the ATWS. However, the

underlying logic is qualitatively significant when one considers redundancy of

support systems in general, and even for this example, a significantly larger

difference in system unavailability might result from a change in the failure

data used for dc buses. It is clear from this example that a system with a

four-train support is not always more reliable than one with a two-train

support.
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Figure I. A simplified block diagram of emergency feedwater system.
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Figure 2. Reliability block diagrams for various dc bus
configurations and success criteria.


